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ALIGHIERO BOETTI
(1940 - 1994)
Alighiero Boetti – or Alighiero e Boetti,
as he liked to sign from 1971 onwards
– was born on December 16th 1940 in
Turin. Boetti started working as an artist
in the early 1960’s, having dropped out
from business school in his hometown of
Turin, a city blooming thanks to the rapid
expansion of industry and one of the
main productive centres in postwar Italy.
Active alongside other young artists
such as Luciano Fabro, Mario Merz, Giulio
Paolini and Michelangelo Pistoletto, Boetti
rose to prominence in the context of
«Arte Povera», a movement attempting
to create a new language through the use
of humble, everyday materials. After the
student protests of 1968 Boetti moved to
Rome, far from the more radical artistic
and political centres of Turin and Milan.
He left behind «Arte Povera», and
embarked on a new creative journey,
focussing on the production mainly of
drawings and collages; conceptual works
based on existing systems and simple
structures. His first solo exhibition was in
1967, at the Christian Stein gallery in Turin.
In 1972, after the birth of his second child,
he moved to Rome. His passion for Africa,
the Middle East, and for Afghanistan in
specific, started in the early 1970s, with a
few trips that turned into long stays. In 1971,
the artist and his wife opened the “One
Hotel” in Kaboul. It is during this time that
he began his work on the Mappe (World
maps), a series of coloured tapestries
inspired by the world’s geopolitical crises
of the time. The realization of the works

was indeed entrusted to Afghan female
embroiderers, and the colours and shapes
of the flags change according to the
world’s geopolitical context at the time of
their realization (1971-1994).
After
the
Soviet
occupation
of
Afghanistan (December 1979 – February
1980), the continuation of the production
of tapestries became too precarious,
and Boetti was forced to work with
Afghan refugees in Peshawar, Pakistan.
A great traveler, Boetti has lived in a
number of countries, including Ethiopia,
Guatemala, Japan. His voyages and
sojourns inspired him in the creation of
the Lavori postali (Postal works) with
local stamps. Reminescent of the passing
of time, these pieces were based on
the mathematical mutation of stamps,
and on the unpredictable adventure of
the world’s postal services.
Boetti died in Rome in 1994. His work
and attitude have strongly influenced
the next generations of artists, both in
Italy and in the rest of the world.
In 2017 Tornabuoni Art Paris organized the
largest-ever retrospective of the work of
Alighiero Boetti shown in a private gallery,
followed by MAXIMUM/MINIMUM, a major
exhibition curated by Luca Massimo
Barbero at the Fondazione Cini, during
the 57th Venice Biennale.

ALIGHIERO BOETTI
Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

Lavoro postale (permutazione), 1975
mixed media on paper, 120 franked and stamped envelopes (ethiopian
stamps)
67,71 x 48,03 inch - 172 x 122 cm
certificate of authenticity from the Archivio Alighiero Boetti, Rome, on
photograph, no. 404.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Alighieroeboetti”, exhibition catalogue edited by B. Corà, Federico
Motta Editore, Milan, 2005, p. 121.
“Alighiero Boetti”, edited by Annemarie Sauzeau, Tornabuoni Art Paris,
Federico Motta Editore, Milan, 2010, p. 95.
“Alighiero Boetti. Catalogo generale”, edited by Jean-Christophe
Ammann, Electa, Milan, 2012, Vol. II, p. 212, no. 764.
“Il Dado è tratto”, exhibition catalogue edited by S. Risaliti, Forma
Edizioni, Poggibonsi, 2015, p. 41.
“Alighiero Boetti”, exhibition catalogue edited by Laura Cherubini,
Forma Edizioni, Florence, 2016, p. 263.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”,
exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni Art, London, 2019, p. 63.
EXHIBITIONS
“Alighieroeboetti”, Palazzo Arnone, Cosenza, December 2005 February 2006.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, March - June 2010.
“Il Dado è tratto”, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, September - November
2015.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October 2016 - January
2017.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, February - April 2017.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”,
Tornabuoni Art, London, October 2019 - January 2020.
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ALIGHIERO BOETTI
Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

La natura una faccenda ottusa (Tra sé e sé), 1980
mixed media and spray paint on paper laid on canvas
59,05 x 39,37 inch - 150 x 100 cm
front: signed and inscribed on the bottom: Alighiero e Boetti / ottanta
due tre quattro.
reverse: label on the reverse: Van Abbe Museum, Köln.
certificate of authenticity from the Archivio Alighiero Boetti, Rome, on
photograph no. 630, 18 February 2010
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PROVENANCE
Giorgio Franchetti collection, Rome.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Alighiero Boetti”, edited by Laura Cherubini, Forma Edizioni, Florence,
Tornabuoni Art, London, 2016, p. 187.
“Alighiero Boetti. Il mondo fantastico”, exhibition catalogue edited
Federico Sardella, Edizioni Dep Art, Milan, 2018, p. 79.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”,
exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni Art, London, 2019, p. 16.
EXHIBITIONS
Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, February - April 2017.
“Alighiero Boetti. il mondo fantastico”, Galleria Dep Art, Milan, February
- April 2018.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”,
Tornabuoni Art, London, October 2019 - January 2020.
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MARIO CEROLI
(b. 1938)
Mario Ceroli was educated at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Rome.
After his studies, he began his career
realising ceramic sculptures, but his
interest soon migrated towards Pop
Art. During a trip to Assisi in 1957, he
discovered the art of Giotto, which
inspired the creation of his first wooden
silhouettes. He quickly achieved great
recognition as the recipient of the 1958
Prize for Young Sculpture from the
National Gallery of Modern Art in Rome.
In the 1960s, he was already considered
one of the great masters of Italian Pop
Art and Arte Povera. Indeed, he has
been a very prominent contributor to
the reformulation of the artistic language
of that time and to the development of
installations.
Ceroli’s production features natural and
humble materials, particularly untreated
wood, but also fabric, plastic or aluminium.
His creations, which are sometimes
polychrome and serialised, represent
common objects, such as numbers, letters
of the alphabet, human figures, and
allusions to Leonardo da Vinci and other
masters of the Italian Renaissance.
In 1966 he achieved international
recognition with a prize at the Venice
Biennale for the Cassa Sistina, an
architectonic work conceived as an open
relationship with the public and marking
a transition into an art that engaged with
the environment.

In 1967-1968 he exhibited alongside other
artists adhering to the Arte Povera and
Italian Pop Art poetics. Throughout the
years, Ceroli undertook the decoration of
many public spaces, such as the Churches
of Santa Maria Madre del Redentore di
Tor Bella Monaca in Rome (1987) and
San Carlo Borromeo in Naples (1990).
He also works as a theatre scenographer,
cooperating with the likes of Teatro Stabile
in Turin (1968), La Scala in Milan (1971)
and Teatro La Fenice in Venice (2018).
In the 1970s and 1980s he experimented
with polychrome marble, glass, powder
and bronze, revisiting artworks from the
Renaissance to the present day. Ceroli’s
interest in various disciplines led him to
transcend the boundaries of the mere
work of art, and to explore how it interacts
with other fields, such as architecture or
theatre. Creating his own working and
living environment, he gathered more than
500 works in a museum-like space, meant
to be always improving and growing,
is aimed to open, in order to inspire
positively the new generations of artists.
Part of his works are also displayed
at the National Gallery of Modern and
Contemporary Art in Rome. Ceroli lives and
works in Rome, where he also continues to
work as a set designer.

MARIO CEROLI
Castel Frentano 1938

La talebana, 2002
white painted wood
86,61 x 25,59 x 25,59 inch - 220 x 65 x 65 cm
certificate of authenticity by Mario Ceroli, on photograph.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Mario Ceroli collection, Rome.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Ceroli. Analisi di un linguaggio e di un percorso”, exhibition catalogue
edited by Enrico Crispolti, Federico Motta Editore, Milan, Tornabuoni
Arte, Florence, 2003, p. 224.
“Arte in”, cover, no. 82, December 2002 - January 2003.
“Maestri moderni e contemporanei. Antologia scelta 2008”, exhibition
catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte, Filorence, 2007, p. 77.
“Mario Ceroli. Forme in movimento”, edited by Achille Bonito Oliva,
Protagon Editori, Siena, 2008, p. 224.
“Mario Ceroli. Analyse d’un langage et d’un parcours”, edited by Enrico
Crispolti, Federico Motta Editore, Milan, 2003, Tornabuoni Art, Paris,
2010, pp. 26-27 and 237.
“Bianco Italia”, edited by Dominique Stella, Forma Edizioni, Poggibonsi
- Tornabuoni Art, Paris, 2013, p. 93.
“Visioni Arte. Quando gli italiani andavano in bianco”, by Marco Di
Capua, in “Panorama”, 8 May 2013, p. 104.
EXHIBITIONS
“Mario Ceroli”, Castello Svevo, Bari, September - November 2003.
“Mario Ceroli. Forme in movimento”, Complesso museale Santa Maria
della Scala, Siena, June - September 2008.
“Mario Ceroli”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, October - December 2010.
“Ceroli and Mambor. Profiles and shadows in Roman Pop”, Tornabuoni
Art, Paris, June - July 2020.
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PIERO DORAZIO
(1927 - 2005)
Piero Dorazio was born in Rome in
1927. After brief studies in architecture,
he quickly turned to the visual arts,
particularly painting.
Leaving figuration behind at the age of 20,
he co-authored the Forma I manifesto in
1947 with Pietro Conagra, Achille Perelli,
Carla Accardi and Giulio Turcato. Strongly
inspired by Futurism and expressing leftist
political views, the manifesto contrasted
with the ideals of Socialist Realism, as
illustrated by Renato Guttuso. It marked
Dorazio’s full embrace of abstract art, and
served as a guideline for the rest of his
career.
In the 1950s, Dorazio began collaborating
with several art journals, and writing as
an art critic. He published The Fantasy of
Art in Modern Life (1955), and worked as
a lecturer and exhibition manager, until
becoming the official critic for the Corriere
della Sera newspaper in 1984.
Dorazio’s highly experimental approach
to art took him from Cubism to Futurism,
always with bright, contrasting colours.
In 1951, Dorazio discovered the work of
Giacomo Balla and helped resurrect the
artist’s reputation by bringing his work
to New York. Inspired by Balla’s work on
Divisionism earlier in the century, Dorazio
began creating meshes, overlapping
chromatic structures reinventing both
space and surface.
In 1960, Dorazio had a room dedicated
to his work at the Venice Biennale and
embarked on a series of formative journeys

to France, where he met Braque, Arp, Léger
and Le Corbusier, and to the United States,
where he started frequenting the studios
of major artists from the New York School,
such as Hans Richter, Robert Motherwell,
Willem De Kooning and Jackson Pollock.
His paintings were again exhibited at the
Venice Biennale in 1966. Today, many
are housed in the collections of major
European museums in Italy, France,
Switzerland, England and the USA.

PIERO DORAZIO
Rome 1927 - Todi 2005

Senza titolo, 1962
pastels and wax pastel on paper mounted on canvas
15,74 x 12,4 inch - 40 x 31,5 cm
front: signature and date Piero Dorazio 1962.
reverse: labels Fondo Paolo D’Orazio & Lucilla Caporilli Ferro; L. I. Art
Chiaradia Laboratirio Incontri d’Arte, Rome.
by Archivio Piero Dorazio, Milan, on photograph no. 1962-002558OE41.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Private collection, La Spezia.
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LUCIO FONTANA
(1899 - 1968)
Born in Argentina in 1899, Lucio Fontana
spent his childhood between Rosario
Santa Fè, his hometown, and Milan in Italy,
where his parents were from. In 1927, he
decided to settle in Europe.
In the 1930’s, he started his career as
a sculptor and created abstract and
figurative works of art out of two specific
materials: terracotta and ceramic. Fontana
was quickly solicited to take part in
significant exhibitions like the Triennale
di Milano, The Venice Biennale and at the
gallery Jeanne Bucher-Myrbor in Paris,
where he exhibited ceramics in a 1937 solo
show.
In 1940, he fled the war in Europe and
went back to Argentina, where he actively
participated in local and national fairs. He
also created a private school for Art, the
Altamira Academy, where he elaborated
with other artists and intellectuals the
Manifesto Blanco [White Manifesto]
in which he enunciated several of his
artistic principles around the concepts
of time and space. This text is decisive
in Fontana’s work, and announces the
aesthetic movement he contributed to
invent: Spatialism.
In April 1947, he returned to Milan and
deepened his ‘spatial’ research, by making
holes in the surface of monochrome
paintings as an anti-planarity commitment.
He wanted to impact the three-dimensional
format of a painting by apprehending it
as a sculptor. His works were all different
versions of the same concept, invariably

entitled Concetto Spaziale. The radical
novelty of his aesthetic research conferred
him a growing international notoriety.
Absolute recognition came around at
the end of the 1950’s when Fontana
created his most emblematic pieces:
Concetto Spaziale, Attesa/e [Spatial
Concept, Waiting/s], characterized by
one or multiple slashes on monochrome
canvases. These works turned him into
an internationally renowned artist, and he
participated to numerous and prestigious
exhibitions; both in Italy and abroad.
The Iris Clert gallery dedicated him two
solo shows in 1961 and 1964, and he was
awarded the First Prize for Painting at the
Venice Biennale in 1966.
He died in 1968, but posthumous
exhibitions continued to blossom: the
Centre Pompidou in Paris organized a
considerable retrospective of the artist in
1987, and his works were also present at
the exhibition The Italian Metamorphosis
at the Guggenheim in New York in
1994. Since then, he became one of the
most sought-after artists globally; his
works being part of important museum
collections, such as the Centre Pompidou
(Paris), the Tate (London) and the MoMA
(New York).

LUCIO FONTANA
Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, Attese, 1966
water-based paint on canvas
24,01 x 19,68 inch - 61 x 50 cm
reverse: signed, titled and inscribed on the reverse: I.fontana /
“Concetto Spaziale” / ATTESE / In questo momento / chiamano per
telefono.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Maurizio Calvesi collection, Rome.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogue Raisonné des peintures, sculptures et
environnements spatiaux”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, La
Connaissance, Brussels, 1974, vol. II, pp. 186-187.
“Fontana. Catalogo generale”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, Electa, Milan,
1986, vol. II, p. 647.
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogo Ragionato di sculture, dipinti, ambientazioni”,
Enrico Crispolti, Skira, Milan, 2006, vol. II, p. 842, no. 66 T 95.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2014”, exhibition
catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2013, p. 122.
“Lucio Fontana à la conquête de l’espace”, Guillaume Morel in
“Connaissance des Arts”, Paris, May 2014, no. 726, p. 57.
“Lucio Fontana. Rétrospective”, Enrico Crispolti in “Connaissance des
Arts”, Paris, 2014, no. 622, p. 61.
“Lucio Fontana”, exhibition catalogue, texts by Enrico Crispolti, Luca
Massimo Barbero and Edward Lucie-Smith, Tornabuoni Art, London Forma Edizioni, Poggibonsi, 2015, p. 209.
“Lucio Fontana: On the Threshold”, edited by Iria Candela, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2019, pp. 6 - 171.
EXHIBITIONS
“Lucio Fontana. Rétrospective”, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de
Paris, Paris, April - August 2014.
“Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October - December 2015.
“Lucio Fontana: On the Threshold”, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, January - April 2019.
“Lucio Fontana: On the Threshold”, Guggenheim Bilbao, May September 2019.
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LUCIO FONTANA
Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, Attese, 1967
water-based paint on canvas, white
21,65 x 18,11 inch - 55 x 46 cm
reverse: signed, titled and inscribed on the reverse: I.Fontana / ”
Concetto Spaziale” / ATTESE / Se sono stanco / Domenica vado a /
Comabbio.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Salone Annunciata, Milan.
Mario Carnieri Collection, Milan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Fontana: idea per un ritratto”, edited by Guido Ballo, Ilte, Turin, 1970,
p. 202, no. 241.
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogue Raisonné des peintures, sculptures et
environnements spatiaux”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, La
Connaissance, Brussels, 1974, vol. II, pp. 196-197.
“Fontana. Catalogo generale”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, Electa, Milan,
1986, vol. II, p. 673.
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogo Ragionato di sculture, dipinti, ambientazioni”,
edited by Enrico Crispolti, Skira, Milan, 2006, vol. II, p. 867, no. 67 T
108.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2015”, exhibition
catalog, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2014, p. 130.
“Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art exhibition catalog, edited by Enrico
Crispolti, Luca Massimo Barbero and Edward Lucie-Smith, Forma
Edizioni, Poggibonsi, 2015, p. 218.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2020”, exhibition
catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2019, p. 160.
EXHIBITIONS
“Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October - December 2015.
“Recto/Verso: Behind the Italian Monochrome”, Tornabuoni Art,
London, April - June 2017.
“Action | Abstraction: Alberto Burri & Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art,
London, February - March 2019.
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LUCIO FONTANA
Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, 1968
water-based paint and graffiti on canvas
36,61 x 28,74 inch - 93 x 73 cm
front: signed bottom right: I.Fontana.
reverse: signed and titled on the reverse: I.Fontana “Concetto
spaziale”.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Marlborough Galleria d’Arte, Rome.
Studio Bellini, Milan.
Private Collection, Milan.
Galleria Il Mappamondo, Milan.
Matteo Lampertico Arte Antica, Milan.
Austin Desmond Fine Art, London.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogue Raisonné des Peintures, sculptures et
environnements spatiaux”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, La
Connaissance, Brussels, 1974, vol. II, p. 150.
“Fontana. Catalogo generale”, edited by Enrico Crispolti, Electa, Milan,
1986, vol. II, p. 512.
“Lucio Fontana. Catalogo Ragionato di sculture, dipinti, ambientazioni”,
edited by Enrico Crispolti, Skira, Milan, 2006, vol. II, p. 703, no. 68 B 4.
“Lucio Fontana”, Enrico Crispolti, Tornabuoni Art, France, Paris, 2009,
pp. 98-99.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2016”, exhibition
catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2015, p.117.
“Lucio Fontana”, exhibition catalogue, texts by Enrico Crispolti, Luca
Massimo Barbero and Edward Lucie-Smith, Forma Edizioni,
Poggibonsi, 2015, p. 144.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2016”, exhibition
catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2015, p. 117.
“Action | Abstraction: Alberto Burri Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art,
London, 2019, p. 47.
EXHIBITIONS
“Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, October-November 2009.
“Lucio Fontana”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October-December 2015.
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ENRICO CASTELLANI
ENRICO CASTELLANI

(1930 - 2017)

Born in 1930 in Castelmassa, Italy, Enrico
Castellani soon moved to Belgium, where he
Born
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Castellani rejected mimetic art and
consist of monochrome paintings pushed and
believed that light, shadow and space
lifted with hidden nails behind the canvas.
had to be included in the painting without
Castellani still gives relief to plane surfaces and
being actually represented with descriptive
means. He created thus his first Superficie,
a series now emblematic of his work, as an
embodiment
of such ideas. These works
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in 1965 and the Documenta 4 in Kassel in
1968.
He died in 2017. In the last decades, he
became a major figure of Italian post-war
art, his works being part of exhibitions
such as Identité italienne, at the Centre
Georges Pompidou in 1981, and The Italian
Metamorphosis at the Guggenheim in New
York in 1994. The Prada Foundation in Milan
also organized an important retrospective
in 2001.

ENRICO CASTELLANI
Castelmassa 1930 - Viterbo 2017

Superficie bianca, 1990
acrylic on canvas
47,24 x 47,24 inch - 120 x 120 cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated one the reverse: Enrico Castellani Superficie Bianca - 1990.
Artwork registered at the Castellani Archive, Milan, no. 90-004.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Adriano Vendramelli Collection, Luigi Bon Foundation, Udine.
Dominique Levy Collection, London.
Ben Brown Fine Arts, London.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Enrico Castellani. Catalogo ragionato. Opere 1955-2005”, curated by
Renata Wirz and Federico Sardella, Skira Editore, Milan, 2012, Vol. II,
p. 507, no. 691.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2020”, exhibition
catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2019, p. 127.
EXHIBITIONS
“Blanc sur blanc”, Gagosian Gallery, Paris, January - April 2020.
“Dynamic Visions”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October - December 2020.
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PAOLO SCHEGGI
(1940 -1971)
Paolo Scheggi trained at the Istituto
Statale d’Arte and at the Academy of Fine
Arts in Florence. While still a student, in
1960, he exhibited his paintings and early
pieces made of superimposed metallic
sheets at the Galleria Numero in Florence,
and a solo show was quick to follow in 1961,
at the Galleria Vigna Nuova (Florence).

mass / void, inside / outside, addition /
subtraction and affirmation / negation.
These are translated into his work by
gashes, grooves, holes and undulations
on interlocking and overlapping canvases
that create the illusion of multiplied depth
and allow the painting to be considered as
an object, rather than a surface.

Scheggi’s early travels between London
and Rome introduced him to the works
of Mondrian and Arp, and he became
interested in philosophy. He discussed his
investigations into the problems of plastic
language in the magazine Il Malinteso,
presented by Jean Paul Sartre, which he
founded in 1961.

In 1965, he joined the New Art Practice
group, which brought him into contact
with the Zero and Nul groups, giving his
career an international dimension. Indeed,
that same year, Scheggi took part in Art
Rental, at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York, and the following year, aged
only 26, he was invited to exhibit his work
at the Venice Biennale.

Later that same year, Scheggi settled
in Milan, where he became part of the
burgeoning Italian avant-garde that had
shaped itself around Lucio Fontana in
the 1950s, alongside Enrico Castellani,
Vincenzo Agnetti, Agostino Bonalumi
and Dadamaino. Through a multidisciplinary approach involving the visual
arts, architecture, fashion, poetry and
performance, Scheggi grew close to
the artists that Gillo Dorfles qualified as
“oggettuali” (object-based).
Inspired by Enrico Castellani’s kinetic
experiments and in a re-formulation of
Lucio Fontana’s Spatialism, Scheggi
also adopted the monochrome. His
artistic language thus moved beyond the
teachings of Cubism and of the European
informal style through a dialectical
articulation of distinctive artistic concepts:

The last years of Scheggi’s career are
characterised by his experimentation
with the space around the work of art.
Taking on an architectural dimension, his
late pieces played with the relationship
between the artwork and its environment,
as well as with the viewer’s perception.
His last works were exhibited a year after
his death at the 1972 Venice Biennale, in
a posthumous homage to the artist to
whom Fontana wrote: “I like your inquiries,
your research and your canvases, so
profoundly black, red, white; they reveal
your thoughts, your fears.”

PAOLO SCHEGGI
Settignano 1940 - Rome 1971

Per una situazione, 1962
25,59 x 19,68 x 1,96 inch - 65 x 50 x 5 cm

____________________
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PAOLO SCHEGGI
Settignano 1940 - Rome 1971

Zone riflesse, 1964
acrylic on three superimposed canvases
23,62 x 31,49 x 1,96 inch - 60 x 80 x 5 cm
certificate of authenticity from the Associazione Paolo Scheggi, on
photograph, arch. no. APSM003/0003.
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Galleria Arte Struktura, Milan.
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EMILIO ISGRÒ
(b. 1937)
An artist but also a poet, writer, playwright
and film director, Isgrò is one of the
pioneers of the post- war artistic language.
Born in the small town of Barcellona in
Sicily, he moved to Milan in 1956, where he
made his literary debut with a collection of
poems entitled Fiere del Sud.
Despite not having started producing
visual works of art before 1960, when the
artist moved to Venice, Isgrò’s literary
endeavours and love for the written word
would lay the foundations for his later
works of ‘Poesia visiva’ (visual poetry).
This new form of conceptual art emerged
in 1964, when artists like Isgrò began
to question the written word and its
relationship to images in a world of overinformation.
Isgrò’s response was to use “black India ink
to strike through great classics of world
literature – from Dante’s Divine Comedy to
Shakespeare’s tragedies – and a variety of
brochures and newspaper articles. [...] My
purpose”, he explains describing his now
iconic cancellatura (deletion) technique,
“was not to destroy the word but to
preserve it, by putting an end to the way
in which it was emptied of meaning and
significance through its communication by
the media. [...] We have been fed by such
a rich array of words that in the end we
no longer read them. But if they are taken
away from us for a moment, then once
again we rediscover their full force and
power.”
The most powerful examples of Isgrò’s
Cancellature can no doubt be found in the

monumental works he undertook between
the late 1960s and early 1970s, when
he deleted three of the world’s most
extensive encyclopaedias: Enciclopedia
Treccani, Encyclopædia Britannica and
Encyclopédie Larousse. His practice has
since then evolved to combine cancellatura
with images such as maps and paintings.
New projects also include the cycle of
sculptures Semi d’arancia (Orange Seeds)
and Le api della Torah (The Bees of the
Torah), a group of works featuring insects.
Throughout his prolific career, Isgrò
participated in major artistic events, such
as several editions of the Venice Biennale
(1972, 1978, 1986 and 1993). His work was
also featured in the exhibition The Artist
and the Book in Twentieth-Century Italy,
presented in 1992-1993 at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) in New York and in
1994 at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection
in Venice.
In June 2013, he was offered the solo
show Modello Italia by the Galleria d’Arte
Moderna in Rome, and from June to
September 2016 Milan paid a tribute
to him with a major retrospective held
simultaneously in multiple locations:
Palazzo Reale, Gallerie d’Italia and Casa
del Manzoni. Recently, given the growing
interest in Isgrò’s work, the Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris has included in the
collection three of his pieces.

EMILIO ISGRÒ
Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto 1937

Telex G17, 1972
china ink on telex in box of wood and plexiglass
81,69 x 13,38 inch - 207,5 x 34 cm
front: lower left: Telex G17, Emilio Isgrò 1972.
Certificate of authenticity from the Emilio Isgrò Archive, dated January
7 2020.
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Artist’s studio
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EMILIO ISGRÒ
Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto 1937

Vitale, 1972
book on board in a plexiglass box
15,74 x 23,62 inch - 40 x 60 cm
reverse: signed, dated and titled Vitale Emilio Isgrò 1972; labels Studio
Hiske, Milan; Ragionier Romano Lorenzin.
by Archivio Emilio Isgrò, Milan, dated 3 February 2021, archive no.
0145.
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Studio Hiske, Milan.
Ragionier Romano Lorenzin.
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CLAUDIO PARMIGGIANI
(b. 1943)
Born in Luzzara, Italy in 1943, Parmiggiani
studied at the Istituto di Belle Arti di
Modena between 1958-1960. During this
time he frequented the studio of Giorgio
Morandi, whose work was to have a
profound impact on him.
The spirit of Marcel Duchamp and Piero
Manzoni was also apparent early on in his
manipulation and presentation of objects.
Associated throughout his career with
both the Arte Povera and Conceptual Art
movements, Parmiggiani’s work resists
substantial connection with either.
Despite this, his oeuvre shares essential
features with that of contemporaries
such as Giulio Paolini, not least a
progression from a conceptual practice
towards a coalescence with formal and
representational modes of art making.
Parmiggiani’s overarching thesis is his
search for an image, object or assemblage
that transcends time and individual
experience to evoke a universally
existential and perceptual truth. It is a
search that is at the heart of his practice,
an excavation of history and mythology
that is rendered still, silent and impervious
to time.
The work of Italian artist Claudio
Parmiggiani is concerned with themes of
absence, the inevitable passage of time,
fragmentation and silence.
Over the course of his career, Parmiggiani
has maintained a radical stance and
singular vision, interrogating the power of

memory and shared history, as well as the
dual nature of time, with recurring motifs
such as dust, fire, glass, shadows and
empty space. His practice demonstrates
a profound interest in our artistic,
historical and moral past. Deeply personal
meditations on life and death, the power
of reflection and feelings of the sacred are
realised in concrete objects, photographic
and painted images, and in his signature
Delocazione.
Inaugurated in 1970, these haunting
works use powder, soot and fire to create
shadows and imprints on paper and
board, resulting in a sense of absence
while at the same time making manifest an
unmistakable human presence, tangible,
yet not corporeal.

CLAUDIO PARMIGGIANI
Luzzara 1943

Senza titolo, 2019
smoke and soot on board
39,37 x 59,05 inch - 100 x 150 cm
by Claudio Parmiggiani on photograph.
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